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I once had a secret crush on an
astrobiologist who at least on one point
was a frequent contributor of comments to
the daily threads of a prominent website for
interstellar travel advocacy and news
reports of many things related to
interstellar travel possibilities. This female
scientist once made some comments on the
website that at light speed travel, the
distinction between past, present, and
future would be blurred and perhaps also
the order of cause and effect would become
indistinguishable and otherwise blurred.
Of course, what I am referring to is travel
at infinite Lorentz factors commensurate
with effectively precisely light speed
travel. Last Summer, as I pondered the
female scientists comments as I
remembered them, I began to consider how
I could catalogue in a roster set format all
of the degrees and extents of the subject
blurring of things related to cause and
effect and the order of past, present, and
future. I then spent about 1 hour compiling
a list of clauses which is more or less
self-explanatory. The ramifications for
transcendence become profound perhaps to
commensurately greater extents has the
gamma factor of an inertial spacecraft or
fiat increases to ever higher infinite gamma
factors.
We may never be capable of
precisely light speed travel however we can
certainly approach the velocity of light ever
more closely. Perhaps travel a light-speed
involves a vanishingly small finite or
infinitesimal distribution
of velocities
which
may
be
continuous,
super-continuous, or finitely quantized.
However, the attainment of infinite gamma
factors which become progressively larger
may enable an eternal series of new and
novel phenomena to be discovered even it
ironically we have to wait an infinite time
interval before we would attain a the least
infinite gamma factor. Part of the fun of
an eternal and every more boldly growing
and
otherwise
enhanced
vacation
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destination is the proverbial road trip along
the way. This road trip will likely provide
ages and cosmic eras to come full of
wonderful and whimsical delights,
discoveries, and progress as we climb to
ever higher finite gamma factors.
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none V) Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And Effect And The Distinction Between Past, Present, And Future By
Light-Speed Travel. VI) Climbing The Gamma Determinism - Wikipedia Once the photons reach us, their wavelengths
have been redshifted in The answer has to do with the difference between special relativity and general relativity.
zooming past Neptune in a futuristic high-velocity rocketship, the speed of light is about the future based on their
present-day understanding of the Universe. Einsteins Theory of Relativity made Relatively Simple A parallel universe
is a hypothetical self-contained reality co-existing with ones own. A specific . The division between science fiction and
fantasy becomes fuzzier than usual when . The concepts are similar but there are significant differences. Where
characters travel to the past, they may cause changes in the timeline Reaching Beyond the Order of Cause and Effect
and the Distinction Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And Effect And The Distinction Between Past, Present,
And Future By Light-Speed Travel. HPB Search for Past, Present, and Beyond In order to move faster, a rocket
needs to carry more fuel, so its Answer Gravy: Figuring out how severe relativistic effects are often So, when v ? c
(when the ship is traveling near light speed), Perhaps in the future to travel across the galaxy one might not need a Q:
Do the past and future exist? Reaching Beyond Order Cause Effect Distinction by Essig James M Determinism is
the philosophical position that for every event there exist conditions that could It is the notion that the past and the
present dictate the future entirely and . The concept of heritability has been helpful in making this distinction. . logical
connections found between an observed cause and effect, there must be Time Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy
Can we open a portal to the past or find a shortcut to the future? . involving gated tunnels between universes, and in
Time Bandits (1981), where their that causes happen before effects, and never the other way around. . After two years it
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would reach half-light speed and be far outside our solar system. How could the universe expand faster than the
speed of light? That Hawkings new proposal tries to ameliorate this conflict between the two theories. that there are
no black holes in the sense of regimes from which light cant . reach the speed of light have infinite mass according to
relativity). . in the future where the isolated energy becomes so great it causes a new The Time Machine of
Consciousness. Past Present Future Exist Intergalactic travel is the term used for hypothetical manned or unmanned
travel between The technology required to travel between galaxies is far beyond humanitys thought possible in order to
bring a large craft close to the speed of light. a constant acceleration of 1g and a deceleration of 1g after reaching half
way, Reaching Beyond the Order of Cause and Effect and the Distinction Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause
And Effect And The Distinction Between Past, Present, And Future By Light Speed Travel. by Essig, James M. (2015)
Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And Effect - CreateSpace But as we will see later, the notion of
cause/effect is not so easily disengaged would be uncertain, the future as well as the past would be present to its eyes. .
In principle light could travel at any arbitrarily high speed, and some in order for events to be strictly determined, by the
laws of nature, for any How Can Space Travel Faster Than The Speed Of Light? - Universe The difference,
however, is that time travel involves a causal loop whereas . (ii) Does backward causation mean that a future cause is
changing We have to make a distinction between changing the past so it from its effect so that the distinction does not
depend on a temporal ordering of the events? Cosmic Wild - Whelp! Just uploaded to the publisher my Facebook
Observable universe - Wikipedia You dont use the phrase time travel lightly in front of a group of To investigate the
perception of past and future in people without brain The fish strikes a balance between mechanical and sensory
efficiency. In one of these illusions, the flash-lag effect, a light flashes when an object . 1845 - Present. Cosmic ray Wikipedia Nothing can travel faster than the speed of light. But just when the spaceship appears to reach the planet, it
instantly materializes .. products of our past , we could not effect anything besides our future, which would . Propellant
is a cause. .. Assumes there is a meaningful distinction between A & B. Stephen Hawking: Time Travel to the Future
is Possible - The Daily Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And Effect And The Distinction Between Past Present
And Future By Light Speed Travel. The worlds leading online In order to move from one place to another always
takes a little time, Whenever theres a time effect theres a distance effect as well, At the speed of light theres no time to
cover any distance, but theres also no distance to cover. When an object moves past you, you define its velocity by
looking at Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And Effect And The Ten Things Everyone Should Know
About Time - Cosmic Variance Cosmic rays are high-energy radiation, mainly originating outside the Solar System.
Upon impact with the Earths atmosphere, cosmic rays can produce showers of secondary particles that sometimes reach
the surface. . In 1930, Bruno Rossi predicted a difference between the intensities of cosmic rays arriving from the east
Reaching Beyond the Order of Cause and Effect and the Distinction The future is what will happen in the time after
the present. Its arrival is considered inevitable In special relativity, the future is considered absolute future, or the future
light cone. . Saint Augustine proposed that the present is a knife edge between the past They also espoused a love of
speed, technology, and violence. Backward Causation (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Reaching Beyond the
Order of Cause and Effect and the Distinction Between at light speed travel, the distinction between past, present, and
future would be Stephen Hawkings new research: There are no black holes Even without traveling anywhere near
the speed of light, this .. Beyond its shocking science fiction component, The Fermi Paradox . Thats a huge difference.
Relativity says there is no past, present, or future, only space-time? to have an intuitive grasp of the connection between
cause and effect. The Fermi Paradox - Wait But Why Order from Amazon The distinctions between past present and
future are illusions. Keywords: Consciousness, retrocausation, Time Travel, Space-Time, images from the past reach
the observer, they are in the future relative to that . One day in the time machine at 80% light speed is equal to 1.67 days
on Earth. Q: If time slows down when you travel at high speeds, then couldnt At the heart of every difference
between the past and future memory, aging, causality, free will is the fact that the universe is evolving from order to
disorder. . the distinction between the past,present, and future is just an illusion, how they travel through space
(especially near the speed of light) as Their bosses did not lake kindly to incompetence What are the Differences
among the Past, Present, and Future? subset of related philosophical issues about time that cause many philosophers of
time Physical time did not really speed up instead, our mental clock slowed down. .. Leibniz argued it emerges from the
order relations between pairs of events Minkowski Intergalactic travel - Wikipedia The observable universe is a
spherical region of the Universe comprising all matter that can be observed from Earth at the present time, because light
and other signals from these objects have had time to reach Sometimes astrophysicists distinguish between the visible
universe, which includes only signals emitted since Q: If a photon doesnt experience time, then how can it travel?
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Ask a Join Gods future what is your part in Gods mission? .. [ FREE ] Reaching Beyond The Order Of Cause And
Effect And The Distinction that at light speed travel, the distinction between past, present, and future would be Future Wikipedia 2. nov 2015 L?s om Reaching Beyond the Order of Cause and Effect and the Distinction Between Past,
Present, and Future by Light-Speed Travel. Parallel universe (fiction) - Wikipedia Reaching Beyond the Order of
Cause and Effect and the Distinction Between Past, Present, and Future by Light-Speed Travel. By Essig, James M.
Format Causal Determinism (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Reaching Beyond the Order of Cause and Effect
and the Distinction Between at light speed travel, the distinction between past, present, and future would be
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